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Abstract. An Eulerian-Lagrangian localized adjoint method (ELLAM) is presented and an- 
alyzed for two-dimensional linear advection-diffusion partial differential equations (PDEs). An 
optimal-order error estimate in the L2 norm and a superconvergence estimate in a discrete Hl 
norm are derived. Numerical experiments are performed to verify the theoretical estimates. 
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1. Introduction. Advection-diffusion partial differential equations (PDEs) de- 
scribe miscible displacement flow processes in petroleum reservoir simulation, sub- 
surface contaminant ransport and remediation, disposal of nuclear waste in under- 
ground repositories, and many other applications [3, 13, 22]. These equations are 
characterized by a nondissipative (hyperbolic) advective transport component and 
a dissipative (parabolic) diffusive component, and are coupled to other equations 
(e.g., pressure equations in hydrosciences/petroleum industry) in applications. Their 
solutions typically have moving steep fronts that need to be resolved accurately. Stan- 
dard finite difference or Galerkin finite element methods tend to yield numerical so- 
lutions with severe nonphysical oscillations. The classical upwind finite difference 
method greatly reduces these oscillations but introduces excessive numerical disper- 
sion. Extensive research has been carried out to develop numerical methods that 
can overcome these difficulties and allow accurate numerical solutions with reason- 
able computational effort. Most Eulerian methods have been based on upstream 
weighting techniques. The optimal test function methods [2, 71 attempt to mini- 
mize the error in approximating spatial derivatives and yield an upstream bias in 
the resulting schemes. The methods in [4, 33] attempt to reduce the overall trun- 
cation error by using a nonzero spatial error to cancel the temporal error. The 
streamline diffusion finite element method adds a numerical diffusion only in the 
direction of streamlines with no cross-wind diffusion introduced [5, 17, 18]. High 
resolution methods, such as the total variation diminishing methods and the essen- 
tially nonoscillatory methods, are well suited for nonlinear hyperbolic conservation 
laws and resolve shock discontinuities in the solutions without excessive smearing or 
spurious oscillations [9, 10, 12, 15, 24, 25, 27]. By utilizing the hyperbolic transport 
behavior of advection-diffusion PDEs, characteristic methods discretize the tempo- 
ral and advective terms through a characteristic tracking to significantly reduce the 
truncation errors [19, 20, 21, 28]. Traditional forward or particle tracking methods 
advance the grids following the characteristics and greatly reduce temporal errors. 
*Received by the editors March 18, 1998; accepted for publication (in revised form) September 
3, 1999; published electronically April 11, 2000. This research was supported in part by grants DE- 
F05-95ER25266 and ONR N00014-94-1-1163. 
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However, these methods often severely distort the evolving grids and greatly compli- 
cate the solution procedures. The modified method of characteristics (MMOC) [11] 
follows the flow by tracking the characteristics backward from a fixed grid at the 
current time step and avoids the grid distortion problems present in forward track- 
ing methods. Moreover, the MMOC symmetrizes and stabilizes the governing PDEs, 
greatly reduces temporal truncation errors and allows for large time steps in a sim- 
ulation without loss of accuracy, and eliminates the excessive numerical dispersion 
and grid orientation effects present in many Eulerian methods [13, 14]. However, 
many characteristic methods fail to conserve mass and have difficulties in treating 
general flux boundary conditions when a characteristic intersects the boundary of the 
domain. 
The Eulerian-Lagrangian localized adjoint method (ELLAM) was presented in [6, 
16] for solving one-dimensional (constant-coefficient) advection-diffusion PDEs. The 
ELLAM formalism provides a general characteristic solution procedure for advection- 
dominated PDEs and a consistent framework for treating general boundary condi- 
tions and maintaining mass conservation. Thus, the ELLAM methodology overcomes 
the principal shortcomings of many characteristic methods while maintaining their 
numerical advantages. We previously conducted numerical experiments in [30, 31], 
which showed that the ELLAM methods often outperform many well received and 
widely used methods. A different but related method to the ELLAM is the char- 
acteristic mixed finite element method [1, 34], which uses piecewise-constant space- 
time test functions. As with the standard mixed finite element method, a coupled 
system results for both the concentration and the diffusive flux. The theoretically 
proven error estimate is (9(h4) for grid size h, which is suboptimal by a factor 
(9(h2). 
ELLAM methods introduce further difficulties and complexities to the already 
complicated analyses of characteristic methods. When a characteristic intersects the 
boundary of the domain, the uniform time step used in the MMOC artificially in- 
creases the time period of the physical diffusion and thus introduces numerical diffu- 
sion into its formulation. Nevertheless, this uniform time step guarantees a uniform 
coercivity of the MMOC scheme on the Sobolev space H1(Q), which is essential in 
its theoretical analysis [11]. In contrast, the ELLAM schemes introduce spatially de- 
pendent time steps to accurately measure the time period of physical diffusion and 
yield time step degeneracies near boundaries. Consequently, the techniques used in 
the analyses for MMOC can no longer be applied. We previously overcame these 
difficulties and derived optimal-order L2 convergence and superconvergence estimates 
for the ELLAM schemes for one-dimensional advection-diffusion PDEs [29, 32]. But 
these analyses are based on a generalized Sobolev inequality that we proved, which in 
turn depends on the Sobolev embedding theorem H1(Q) - 0(Q) that is true only in 
one space dimension. Hence, the analyses would not carry over to multidimensional 
problems. In this paper we adopt a different approach to derive an optimal-order 
L2 error estimate and a superconvergence estimate for the ELLAM schemes for two- 
dimensional advection-diffusion PDEs. 
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present an ELLAM scheme. 
Section 3 cites known results that are used in this paper. In section 4 we prove 
an optimal-order L2 error estimate and a superconvergence estimate for the derived 
ELLAM scheme. In section 5 and section 6 we prove auxiliary lemmas used in the 
proof in section 4. In section 7 we carry out numerical experiments to verify the 
theoretical error estimates. 
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2. An ELLAM scheme. We consider the following linear advection-diffusion 
PDE 
(2.1) ct + V (v(x, t)c-D(x, t)Vc) f(x, t), x=(x,y) EQ, te [0,T]. 
Here Q (xL, xR) X (yL, yR) is a two-dimensional rectangular domain with the bound- 
ary IF o=Q. Ct =a, Vc = (Qc, Qc) v(x,t) = (V(1)(x,t),V(2)(x,t)) is a fluid 
velocity field, D(x, t) is a diffusion coefficient, f(x, t) is a given function, and c(x, t) 
is the solute concentration of a dissolved substance. Let f(I) and r(O) be the inflow 
and outflow boundaries identified by 
(2.2) r(I) fx {x IF, v v < O}, 
F(o) :{x Ix c F, v v > 0}, 
with v(x) being the unit outward normal. The ELLAM scheme presented in this 
article can treat any boundary conditions [6, 23, 31]. We previously derived optimal- 
order error estimates for a family of ELLAM schemes for one-dimensional advection- 
diffusion PDEs with all combinations of inflow and outflow Dirichlet, Neumann, and 
flux boundary conditions [29, 32]. For simplicity of exposition, we consider the fol- 
lowing initial and boundary conditions: 
(vc -DVc) - V = g(I) (X, t), X (E r,(,) t C [O,T]) 
(2.3) c= g(0)(x,t), x E F(O), t e [0,T], 
c(x,0) = co(x), x c Q, 
where :c Vc v, g(I)(X, t), g(0)(x, t), and co(x) are prescribed functions. 
2.1. Characteristic tracking and test functions. Let I, J, and N be positive 
integers. We define a uniform space-time partition on Q x [0, T] = (xL, xR) x (yL, yR) x 
[0,T] by 
xR _ xL 
Xi :=xL+ i/\x, i =0,1 ) . A,I, /x : 
(2.4) =j v + jAy) j =) 01, ... .,j Ay Y:_ 
tn : n/\t, n = O,l,...,IN , /\t :_ N. 
I N~~~~y- 
The partition is assumed to be quasi-uniform 
(2.5) 0 < h := max{Z\x, /\y} < Mo min{Z\x, /\y}. 
Let i,j (x) (O < i < I, 0 < j < J) be the standard piecewise-bilinear basis functions 
associated with the node xij = (xi,yj) (i.e, qi,j(Xk,l) = 8i,k6j,l, where 8i,k = 1 if 
i = k or 0 otherwise). Let 
(2.6) Sh(Q) := span{ i }o<i<, O<in J}o 1(0)i r }= 
In the ELLAM framework [6, 23, 31] the test functions w are chosen to satisfy 
the adjoint equation of the hyperbolic part of (2.1) 
(2.7) wt+v Vw=0. 
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This implies that the test functions w should be constant along the characteristics 
defined by the ordinary differential equation 
dy 
(2.8) d v(y, t). 
Because (2.8) does not have closed-form analytical solutions in general, we track the 
characteristics approximately by the Euler method. For any x E Q we define an 
approximate characteristic y = r(O; x, t,) emanating backward from x at time t, by 
(2.9) r(O; x, t,) := x-v(x, t)(t - 0), 0 E [t* (x), t]I 
where t*(x) := t,_1 if r(0;x,t,) does not backtrack to the boundary F for 0 E 
[tn-1,tn], or t*(x) E [tn1,tn] is the time instant when r(0;x,tn) intersects the 
boundary F (i.e., r(t*(x);x,tn) E F) otherwise. For any (x,t) EE (O) X [tn l,tn], 
the approximate characteristic y = r(0; x, t) extending from (x, t) is given by 
(2.10) r(0; x, t) := x - v(x, t)(t - 0), 0 E [t* (x,t), t], 
where t*(x,t) := tn-I if r(0;x,t) does not backtrack to the boundary F for 0 E 
[tn_1, t], or t*(x, t) E [tn_1, t] is the time instant when r(0; x, t) intersects the boundary 
F (i.e., r(t*(x,t);x,t) E F) otherwise. 
To accurately measure the effect of physical diffusion on a particle traveling from 
Q at time tn-I or the inflow boundary to Q at the current ime tn, in addition to the 
time step /\t defined in (2.4) we define a spatially dependent time step 
(2.11) /\t(x) - tn*-t(x). 
For any function 0(x) C Sh, we define w(x, t) to satisfy the homogeneous Dirichlet 
boundary condition at the outflow boundary and to be a constant extension of 0(x) 
into the space-time strip Q x [tn-1, tn] along the approximate characteristics 
w(r(0;x,tn),0) : w(x,tn), 0 C [t *(x),tn],x EQ, 
(2.12) w(r(0; x, t), 0) :w(x, t), 0 C [t*(x,t), t], 
w(x,t) 0, (x,t) CE f() X [tn-1,tn]. 
Multiplying (2.1) by any of such test functions we obtain a space-time weak formula- 
tion for (2.1) 
/W /~~~~~~~tn / 
c(x, tn)W(X, t?l) dx + j j(Vw DVc)(z, 0) dzd0 
Q t~~~~~~n-I 
rtn 
+ J j(vc - DVc) (x, t) . v(x)w(x, t) dsdt 
(2.13) Jn_-IJ 
rtn 
- j c(z, 0) (wo + v . Vw)(z, 0) dzd0 
tn-1 
W /8~~~~~~~~tn / 
- j c(x, tnI)W(X,<t>+) dx+ J jf(z 0)w(z, 0) dzd0, 
t n-I 
where w(x, t+ ) limt>+_ w(x, t) to take into account the fact that w(x, t) is 
discontinuous in time at time tn-l. 
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2.2. Evaluation of the source and the diffusion terms. We interchange 
the order of integration in the second (source) term on the right-hand side of (2.13) 
and apply the Euler quadrature to the temporal integral at time t?, yielding 
Jy j f(y, 0)w(y, 0)dydf 
tn-I 
tn 
(2.14) /12| ) f(r(0; x, tn), 0)W(x,t) I J(0; x, tn) d0dx 
Q *(x) 
j Z/t(x)f (x, tn)w(x, tn)dx + El (f, w), 
where 
(2.15) J(0;x,tn) : r(| x x ) I | 10+(tn-0) 
is the Jacobian of the transformation from x to r(0; x, tn), and El (f, w) is the trun- 
cation error defined by 
E1 (f, w) 
(2.16) j ,/8 {j,/' [f(r(0; x, tn), 0) IJ(0; x, tn) -f (X tn) d0 } w(x, tn)dx. 
We similarly evaluate the second (diffusion) term on the left-hand side of (2.13) 
to get 
ptn Jy j Vw(y, 0) . (DVc)(y, 0) dydf 
tn 
n 
(2.17) = Vw(r(O; x, tn), 0) (DVc)(r(O; x, tn), f})J(f; X, tn)IdOdx 
Q *(x) 
- j /\t(x)D(x, tn)Vw(x, tn) . Vc(x, tn) dx + E2(D, c) w), 
where E2 (D, c, w) is the truncation error term given by 
E2(D,c,w) = { [(Vw DVc)(r(O;x,tn), ) IJ(O;X,tn)I 
(2.18) 
x 
-(Vw* DVc) (x tn) d0} dx. 
2.3. An ELLAM scheme. Substituting (2.14) and (2.17) into (2.13) and in- 
corporating the boundary conditions (2.3), we obtain a reference quation for (2.1) 
with the boundary conditions (2.3) 
j c(x, tn)w(x, tn)dx + j /\t(x)D(x, tn)Vw(x, tn) . Vc(x, tn)dx 
(2.19) jc(x tnI)W(Xt+)dx + j \t(x)f(x, tn)W(X, tn)dx 
tn 
-t t ~g(I) (x, t) w(x, t)dsdt + E(D, f, c, w), 
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where E(D, f, c, w) is the truncation error defined by 
E(D, f, c, w) 
(2.20) J= j Xc(z, 0) (wo + v. Vw)(z, 0) dzd0 + El(f, w) - E2(D, c, w), 
tn-I 
with El(f,w) and E2(D,c,w) being given by (2.16) and (2.18), respectively. 
With the solution c(x, tn-1) on Q at time tn-I and the boundary conditions (2.3), 
the reference quation (2.19) determines the unknown solution C(X, tn) for x E Q at 
time tn. We define the trial functions C(x, tn) to be of the form 
C(X,tn) E QXiJ,tn)0)iJiX)+ E 9(?)(XiJ)tn))iJXi)v 
(2.21) xtiQro tjr(o) 
x(EQ, n=0,l,...,IN. 
After we define the trial and test functions, we now present an ELLAM scheme 
based on the reference quation (2.19): Find solution C, which is of the form (2.21) 
for x E Q at time tn such that 
j C(x, tn)w(x, tn)dx + j /\t(x)D(x, tn)Vw(x, tn) .VC(x, tn)dx 
(2.22) C(x, tn-I)W(X, t+)dx + j \t(x) f (x, tn)w(x, tn)dx 
ptn 1jj g(I) (x, t) w(x, t)dsdt 
tn-I M(I 
holds for any test functions defined in section 2.1. 
Remark 2.1. The ELLAM scheme (2.22) symmetrizes the governing PDE (2.1), 
and generates a symmetric and positive-definite, sparse coefficient matrix with an im- 
proved condition number of order (9(1 + D2t). Second, the ELLAM scheme eliminates 
the majority of the temporal errors, and allows large time steps to be used without 
loss of accuracy. Third, the ELLAM scheme naturally incorporates the boundary 
conditions (2.3) into its formulation. We refer interested readers to [31] for details 
on implementational issues. Finally, our earlier numerical experiments howed that 
the ELLAM scheme often outperforms many well received and widely used numerical 
methods [30, 31]. 
3. Preliminaries. In this section, we present preliminaries that are needed for 
the theoretical analysis in this paper. 
3.1. Notions. Let LP(Q), 1 < p < +oo, be the standard normed spaces of pth 
power Lebesgue integrable functions. Then we define the Sobolev spaces 
(3.1) WmIP(Q) ={v(x) | 
& 
;(x Y) ELP(Q), O<i+j<m} 
with the (semi-) norms 
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||V|Wm,P(Q) O?<i+j<m & J xy) LP(Q) ? 
(3.2) ~~max ,iv(,Y p +oo, (3.2) l ?~~~~~<i+i<m | 0ili0yi L| (Q) P +O 
IIIH1() = [ EV(i 'j- 2 ) 2] 
where xi_ Ij_ I:= (x 





+ Ax and yj 1: 
Yj-1 
+ Ay. In 
particular, we let Hm(Q) Wm,2(Q), H?(Q) L2(Q), and 
WO'P(Q) 
LP(Q). In addition, for 1 < p, q < +oo we define the normed spaces 
Lq (tl, t2; w MIPA())= 
(3.3) 
{t1) Xt) W ( , t) : (tl, t2) Wm'p (Q), ||w( , t)IIW_,P(Q) EE L q(tl It2)} 
with the norms 
|lW ILq(t1,t2;WmXP(Q)) IIW(, t) IWmXP(Q) |Lq(t t 
1 I< P' q ? +00, 
( - N ~~~~~~~~~~- 1 
11 11^ - J 1EllE IW(')tn) llW pq ) A\t I I < q < +oo 




(34)Imax IW( ,tn)l)Wm,P(Q), q = +0o, O<n<N 
IIWIliL(T;1Q)= |VW(Xi- 1 j_ l tn) h2A\t(Xi_ 1 j_ 1 ) 
. n=0 i=1 j=1 
We also make the following assumptions on (2.1): 
AssuTmption (A): 
(i) D(x, t), f (x, t) e W1'o?(Q x (O, T)) and v(x, t) e (W 1o'(Q x (0, T)))2. 
(ii) There exist positive constants Dmin and Dmax, such that 
(3.5) 0 < Dmin < D(x, t) < Dmax < +00 V(x, t) e Q x [0, T]. 
(iii) The solution c(x, t) e L??(0, T; W2'oo(Q)) and ct(x, t) E L2(0, T; H2(Q)). 
3.2. Auxiliary functions. For any t e [0, T], we introduce the Ritz projection 
IIc(x, t) of c(x, t), which is of the form (2.21), such that [26] 
(3.6) j D(x, t)Vq0(x) * V(JIc(x, t) - c(x, t)) dx = V q (x) e Sh(Q) - 
It is well known that the following estimates hold for k = 0, 1 [8, 35]: 
IIc( * t) -c(, t) Hk(Q) I M h2k C(*, t) H2(Q) 
(3.7) 11(HIC(, t) - c(-, t))I Hk(Q) < M h2-k (IIC(., t) IH2(Q) + IICt, t)HIH2(Q)), 
HIIc(,t) -C(( t) lWk,-(Q) < M h2 ln h|lk C(.,t) W2'?(Q)) 
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(3) V0IL-(Q) < Mh 1IjV0jjL2(Q)) 1101L-(Q) < Mh 11|71IL2(Q)) 
||V ||L2 (Q) < Mh-1 | 0|L2(Q) Vq0(x) C Sh (Q). 
Then we introduce the following notations: 
e(x, t') := C(x, t) - c(x,t'), ) 7(X, t) := Hc(x, t) - c(x, t), 
((X) tn) :=CX) tn) -u X I ) X E Q, n = O, 1, ... ., N. 
Using the fact that ((x, tn) E Sh(Q), we have 
J I 
/(X,tn) = EZ(xi,j,tn)wi,j(x,tn), X C Q, 
j=O i=O 
(3.10) J I 
(3.10) (r(O; x,tn), 0) = EE ((xi,;, tn)Wi,j(r(0;x, tn), 0), 
j=O i=O 
0 E [t*(X),tn] X C Q. 
In this paper we use E to denote an arbitrary small number and M to denote a 
generic constant, which may have different values at different places. 
4. Error estimates. Because the physically relevant spatially dependent time 
step /\t(x) defined in (2.11) degenerates near the boundary, the techniques used in the 
analyses for MMOC and other characteristic methods no longer apply since they rely 
heavily on a uniform H1 (Q) coercivity of their formulations [11]. We previously proved 
an optimal-order L2 error estimate and a superconvergence estimate for the ELLAM 
schemes for one-dimensional advection-diffusion PDEs [29, 32]. These analyses are 
based on a generalized Sobolev inequality that we derived, which in turn depends 
on the Sobolev embedding theorem H1(Q) - C(Q) that is true only in one space 
dimension. Hence, the analyses would not carry over to multidimensional problems. 
In this section, we adopt a different approach to derive an optimal order error estimate 
for the ELLAM scheme (2.22). 
Subtracting (2.22) from (2.19) and choosing the test function w - ( in the result- 
ing equation, we obtain the following relation: 
(j e(x, tn)(x, tn)dx + j /\t(x)D(x, tn)V((X, tn) * Ve(x, tn)dx 
(4.1) 
j e(x, tn-)1(x, t+ )dx - E(D, f, c, (). 
We decompose the global truncation error e = C - c as the sum e = + r1, in 
which the error estimates for r1 are given in (3.7). Therefore, we only need to derive 
an estimate for (. Hence, we rewrite (4.1) in terms of ( and r1 
j 62(x) tn)dx + t zXt(x)D (x, tn) I V (x, tn) 1 2 dx 
(4.2) j X 4(x,tn-I1) ( 1xt$1) dx? j I(x, tn_)1(x, t41) dx 
- j r(x, tn) (X, tn) dx- j /\t(x) D(x, tn)V((x, tn) * VrT(X, tn) dx 
E(D f,c ( 
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The terms on the left-hand side of (4.2) are in a desired form; we estimate those 
on its right-hand side. For any 0 e [tn1, tn], let 
Q(?)(0) {y E Q I 3(x,t) e F x [0,tn], such that (s.t.) y r(0; x, t)}, 
Q(I)(0) {x e Q I (y,'y) e F X [tn1,0], s.t. y = r(y;x,0)} 
be the sets of points that will flow out of the domain Q during the time period [0, tn] 
or that flew into Q during the time period [tn-1, 0]. For any x E Q\Q(?)(tn-1) or 
x E Q(0)(tn-1), we define x k Q\Q(I)(tn) or (x,t) E F(O) x [tn-1,tn] by 
x =r(tn_I;k,tn) = -V(k,tn)A\t Vx C Q\Q(?)(tn-1) 
(4.4) with x E Q\Q(C (tn) 
x = r(tn-1; R, 0 =x-v(x,t)(t-tn-1) VEx Q(?)(tn-1) 
with (x,t) E F(0) X [tn-I , tn] - 
By (2.12), we bound the first term on the right-hand side of (4.2) by 
IJ (XAt-IW4X tn+ 1)dx| 
< j 2(x, tn-I)dx + 2 j n2I(x tn1)dx 
(4.5 
_ j2(x tn-I)dx+ 
2 
tn) IJ(tn-1;k,ttn) dx 2 JQ2 J\Q(I) (tn) 
< 
I 
j2(x,tn-I)dx?+ + M\t j 2(x,tn)dx, 
where at the last "<" sign, the dummy variables x is replaced by x. 
We turn to the second and third terms on the right-hand side of (4.2). Let 
(4.6) Cr : max [ IV(1)(x,t)k\t V(2)(x,t)k\t} 
(X't)EQx [O,T] A\x A\y 
Case 1. Cr > p with 0 < p < 1, which implies 
(4.7) h <K max IV()Xt) Iv(2)(X,t)l} AtMAt. 
p (x,t)EQx[O,T] 
Using the estimate (4.5) and the fact (4.7), we have 
J t(x, tn) (x, tn)dx - T (x, tnl)6(x, t$ 1)dx 
(4.8) < ||r,1?(x, tn )||L2 (Q) I | (xt) I I L2 (Q) + |IT(X, tn-1) |IL2(Q) 11(X) tn_ I) IL2(Q) 
< Mh2Xt (x,tn)H|L2(Q) +|C|L M(0 T;H2(Q)) 
? M/\tj||j(Xi tn ) ||L2 (Q) + M/t c L?? (0,T;H2 (Q)) - 
Case 2. Cr < p for some 0 < p < 1. This case requires much more attention. 
We rewrite the second and third terms on the right-hand side of (4.2) 
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Tj r(x, t,) ~(x, t,) dx - jTI(x, t,_i)~(x, t+ )dx 
- X ( n,(X, tnJ(x tn)dx + j (X, tn)d( , tn)dx 
Q\Q(?) (tn-1 ) Q(?) (tn - 1)( n(Xt,X Xt)( n 
(49) - rT(X, tn-1)W(R tn)dx - j(X, tn-1)(, t)dx 
(4-9) Q\Q(?) (tn-1) [(?) (tn-I ) 
+ j r7T(X, tn)- T(X, tn -)dx(X. tn)dx 
JQ\Q ( ?) (tn - 1) 
J ~~~T(X) tn-1) [(R) tn) ((X) tn)] dx 
Q\Q (?) (tn-1 ) 
+ TI(X, tnW(X, tn)dx. 
Q( ?) (tn - I) 
Here we used the fact that for x e Q(0)(tn-1), (x,t) e I(F) X [tn-1tn]. Hence, 
~(R, t) = 0. So, the last term on the right-hand side of first equality vanishes. 
The first term on the right-hand side of (4.9) is bounded by 
IJ [L~~T(X, tn) -T(X, tn-1) ((X, tn)dx| 
Q\Q (?) (tn - 1 
(4.10) Jt [ (x, t) dt ((x, tn )dx 
< M(/\t) 2 (X ,tn)  IL2(Q) 11T/t 11L2 (tn-1 ,tn;L2 (Q)) 
< M/\||((x tn)|L2Q + h|CL2 (tn_ - ,tn; H2 (Q))- 
Let z x + 0(k - x) and note that 
(4.11) O ax 1 = I + O(At). 
We bound the second term on the right-hand side of (4.9) as follows: 
IJ ~~T(X) tn-1) [((X) tn) ((X) tn) dxI 
Q\Q() (tn-1 ) 
=-| J (X tn 1, [J d (x + ?O(-x))dO] dx 
Q\Q()(tn-i ) ? d 
(4.12) IJ \Q(o)(tX1) tn1) [j V((x + 0(k - x))dO]. (x - x)dx (4.12) Q\Q()(tn-i) ?IX n1 
< MAtjT(X, tn-1) IL2(Q) [I J IV(X + 0(k X))12dOdxl 
Q\Q(+ ) (tn - ? ( 
2 ? M/\t h 2 ||C(X) tn-1) IIH2(Q) 1,7V (Z) 12 dZ 
< 6/t||V(x) n)|L2()+M\ IICII2LO(O,T;H2(Q))- 
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We need to hide the first erm on the right-hand side of (4.12) by the second term 
on the left-hand side of (4.2). In other words, we need the following estimate: 
(4.13) \tJIV((x,ttn) L2(Q) < Mj \t(x) D(x,tn) V((x,tn) 2 dx. 
Because a (nonphysical) uniform time step A\t is used in the MMOC formulation, 
a straightforward inequality, which is similar to (4.13) but with /\t(x) replaced by 
A\t, was used in the analysis for the MMOC [11]. Due to the degenerate time step 
/\t(x) in the ELLAM formulation, the estimate (4.13) might not be true in general. 
Nevertheless, recall that we are bounding (4.12) under the condition that Cr < p < 1. 
In Lemma 5.1 in section 5, we prove that there exist 0 < p < 1 and M1 = Ml (p), 
such that estimate (4.13) holds for Cr < p. Under this assumption, we have 
J(X tn-l) [(() tn)-((X) tn)]dx 
Q\Q (?) (tn - 1) 
(4.14) ?< A X\t(x) D(x, tn) V1(x,) tn)2 dx + MzAt ((x, tn) LL2(Q) 
+MA\t h 4 C1 +M/\th4 |C||L?? (0,T;H2 (Q)) - 
We are left with the last term on the right-hand side of (4.9). For x E Q(?)(tn-1)) 
there exists an x E F(O) such that dist(x,x) = dist(x,F(0)) = O((\t). The third 
equation in (2.12) implies ((k, tn) = 0. As in the estimate (4.12), we bound the last 
term on the right-hand side of (4.9) by 
TI 7(X) tn - 1) (X, tn) dx 
J (?) (tn - 1) 
= |_ | 71TI(X, tn - ) [ ((X) tn) ((X tn)] dx| 
Q( ) (tn -1) 
(4.15) = X ~TI(X, tn-1 ) [.t?((x + 0(Xc x))d0] dx 
< E j\t(x) D(x, tn)I V(xt) tn)2 dx + M/\t (x) tn)I L2(Q) 
+M/\t h4 | | c || L? (0T;H2 (Q)) 
Combining the estimates (4.8)-(4.10), (4.12), (4.14), and (4.15), we obtain the 
following estimate for the second and third terms on the right-hand side of (4.2) that 
holds independent of the size of Cr: 
j 77(X, tn) (x, tn)dx - j7(X, tn-1)((X, tn)dx 
(4.16) < ej /t(x) D(x,tn) lV(x,tn) 12 dx + M/tj j(x,tn) 112L2 (Q) 
+M/At[h4 + (At)2]CI1LOO(O T;H2(Q)) + Mh4 Ct _1 
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The estimate for the fourth term on the right-hand side of (4.2) requires extra 
attention and is long. We present its proof in Lemma 6.3: 
J /t(x) D(x, tn)V (x, tn) * V\7(x, tn) dx 
(4.17) 1/(,~ 2dx 11 (xt)2 -< J t(x)D (x,tn) V(x,tn) dx+MAtR(Xitn) L2(Q) 
+M /\t[h4 + (At)2] 1C L??(OT;W200(Q)) 
Finally, we turn to the last term on the right-hand side of (4.2). Using (2.16), 
(2.18), and (2.20), we write this term as 
E(D, f, c,) 
- 1? [f) [f (x, tn) -f (r(O; x, tn), 0) 1J(0; x,t) I dol (x, tn)dx 
(4.18) J J [V((X, tn) . (DVc)(x, tn) 
-V((r(O; x,tn),O ) *(DV7c)(r(O; x,tn), b) IJ(O; X, tn)I0 dOdx 
rtn +? jc(z 0) (o +?v v.9(z 0) dzdO. tn 1Q 
Using (2.15) and (2.16), we bound the first term by 
12 [J~() [f(x, tn) -f (r(0; X, tn), 0) IJ(0; x,t) I dO (lX tn)d 
'? J2 {f(J [f (x tn) )- f(r(0; xvtm ) )0) d0 } ((x, tn)dx 
(4.19) +I J {f f (97(tn) - f (r(0; x, tn), 0) dO J(x, tn)dx 
+ /t|| (x) tn)||L Q 
Utilizing the relationship 
(4.20) - 
tn 
0 V(nr- ; x, )(r x X, tn) 0) = (X, tn)d 
dOr(; x, tn) = tJ (x) t 
- (1 ? (tn- 0))V, (xntL) Vx e 
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we bound the second term on the right-hand side of (4.18) by 
IJ J V(x, tn) (DVc) (x, tn) Q *(x) 
-V7(r(O; x, t), 0). (DVc)(r(0; x, tn), 0) J(0; x, tn) ] d0dx 
(1 -IJ V((X tn) [J t T(DVc) (r(y; x, tn), -y)d-yd01 dx 
+ V~((Xitn) * / (DVc)(r(0;X, tn)A0)(A(t(x))dSl dx| 
Q t* ~~~~(x) 
<E AJ/t(x) D(x,tn)IV(x,tn) 12 dx 
dc 
2 
[ dO II 2tn I,t Hl( ) [ L2 (tn-1 ,tn;Hl (Q))11IL( 1t;(Q) 
At first glance, the only potential convergence factor in the last term on the right- 
hand side of (4.18) is the outside integral from tn-1 to tn. This factor will disappear 
as one sums the estimate for all the time levels later. Nevertheless, because the test 
functions w are constant along the approximate characteristics (2.9), they satisfy a 
first-order approximation to (2.8). Using (3.10), we have 
(0(r(0;x,tn)0) ?+v(x,tn) .V (r(O;x,tn),O) =0, (4.22) 0 e [t*(X),tnl] x e Q. 
Using (4.22), we bound the first term in a similar manner to (2.14) by 
|tj( 0c(z,0) ((o + v V )(z,0) dzdO 
tn-1Q 
tn 
- fJ(X ) 4 c(r(0; x, tn), 0) ((o + v \V)(r(0; x, tn), 0)I J(0; X, tn) dOdx 
Q *(x) 
/% /tn 
- fJ /)c(r( x- (t(0nx, , 0n)). (or X )( ; ) 
x J x (x) 
+ v (x, tn) V( (r (0; x, tn), 0)) I J(0; X, tn) IdOdx| 
tn 
(v (x, tn) - v(r(0; x, tn), 0)) (cV() (r (0; x, tn), 0) 
Q *(x) 
X I J(0;X, tn) I dOdx| 
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- IQ Itx[J d (r(y;x, ta), -y)d y  (cV()(r(0; x, ta), 0) 
X IJ(0;x,tn)I d0dx 
(4.23) < s j /\t(x) D(x,tn)V(X,tn) dx + M(zt)2 IC2(tt;L2(Q)) 
Incorporating the estimates (4.19), (4.21), and (4.23) into (4.18), we obtain the 
following estimate for the last term on the right-hand side of (5.2): 
E(D, f, c,) < E /j/t(x) D(x,t)V((x, tn) 12 dx + MA\t(x, tn) 1122 Q~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
[dc 2 
(4.24) M [ L2(t _,td;H'(Q)) ? Cl L2 (tn _i,tn;Hl (Q)) 
? i!LI2I f 12L2 (t?t It,.~;L2(Q)1 dO L2(t? t ;L2(Q)) ] 
Substituting the estimates (4.5), (4.16), (4.17), and (4.24) for the corresponding 
terms in (4.2), we come up with the following estimates: 
X 2 (X, tn) dx + A /t(x) D(x, tn) I VE (x, tn) 12 dx 
< 2MAt j2(x tn)dx + E At(x) D(x,tn) Vk(x,tn) 12 dx 
2~~~~~~~~~~ 
2 df 
(42) +Mh 4 11t,2(,_) + M t[4+(/\t) 2]ICL( ;2?Q) 
? C ? dO(tn(tn,t,t;H2(Q))d 
+M | t L2 (t tn;Hl(Q));2()) ( ) +2 dOn L2 (tn1,tn;;L2) ) ) 
| }|L 2 ( t t , t1; L 2 (Q ) ) 
Taking E - 2, summing the inequality (4.25) from n = 1 to n = N1 (N1 < N), 
canceling the corresponding terms, and multiplying both sides by 2 we obtain 
M2 (XtNZ) dx+ LE At(x) D(x dctn) I V(X,tn)12dx 
Q ~~~n=0 
< MA\t E, |1| ( 2X n) 2 (Q) + M (At)2[| dc 2( ; Q (4.26) n= x0 T(Htl 2 [ d(Q)) 
df 2 2 1 
+ICL2(0,T;Hl(Q)) ? dO L 2 (O,T; L 2(Q)) L2 (0,T;L2 (Q))J 
?Mh (At)2] ICI12(+,MhW4 o(Q)) ? Mh4 Ct 
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Choosing /\t to satisfy M/\t- 2 and using Gronwall's inequality, we have 
N 2 
R11-Lo(O,T;L2(Q)) ? [E /At(x) D(x,1tJ V((xtn) 12 dxl 
(4.27) < MAt dc + jjC jL?(O,T;W2'.(Q)) + ?d dO L2 (O,T;H1 (Q)) dO L2 (O,T;L2(Q)) 
+ |f 1IL2(O,T;L2(Q))] + Mh [2 C|| L(O,T;W2,-(Q)) + 1|Ct jL2(O,T;H2(Q))] 
The combination of (4.27) and (3.7) yields the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 4.1. Under Assumption (A), the following optimal-order L2 error 
estimate holds: 
IC -C LC??(O,T;L2(Q)) 
MAt dc + IIC1L-(0[T;W2 (Q)) +__ df (4.28) <M dO L2 (O,T;H1 (Q)) dO L2 (O,T;L2 (Q)) 
+ Ilf |IL2(O,T;L2(Q)) + Mh [ |C ||L?(O,T;W2??(Q)) + j|Ctj L2(O,T;H2(Q))] 
Furthermore, the superconvergence estimate holds if c e L (0, T; H3(Q)) 
o| - C11 L?? (O,T;H1l(Q)) 
<MAt dc + IICIL-(O,T;W2, (Q)) + ?d 
(4.29) [ dO L2 (O,T;H1 (Q)) dO L2(O,T;L2(Q)) 
+? f IL2(0,T;L2(Q))] + Mh 1[1C11L(O,T;W2oo(Q)) + H|Ctj1L2(0,T;H2(Q)) 
+ 1C1 L?(0,T;H3(Q)) ] 
5. Proof of the estimate (4.13). In this section, we prove the estimate (4.13) 
which is used repeatedly in the analyses of this paper. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose the coefficient D(x,t) in (2.1) satisfies Assumption (A). 
Then there exist positive constants 0 < p < 1 and M1 = M1 (p) such that 
(5.1) /t JV (x) tn ) 122 (Q) < Ml j Z\t(x) D(x, tn) I V\ (x, tn) 12 dx 
holds for Cr < p with Cr being defined in (4.6). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that the left and the bottom sides 
of the domain Q are the inflow boundary while the right and the top sides are the 
outflow boundary 
J7(I) = {(x,y) x = xL Vy C [yL,yR] or y = yL VX E [XL xR]} 
(5.2) r(O) { (Xy) X = XR Vy [yL_ yR] or y R VX e [XLr R] 
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Using the fact that /\t(x) /\ t on (xo + Cr/At, XI) x (Yo + Cr/At, yj), for Cr < 
p < 1 we rewrite the second term on the left-hand side of (4.2) as follows: 
At(x)D(xl tn) JV~((X tn )12 dx > DminAOiV((x) t) l12L2(X I Y Y 
?Dmin ] At(x) JV(x,tn)12 dx 
(5.3) Y1 x0 
+ Dmin / A/t(X IV((X,tn) 12 dx 
rYr XI 
?Dmin ] A/t(x) IV(x,tn)12 dx. 
Because (X, y, tn) is constant in x on the interval [xo, x1], we bound the second 
term on the right-hand side of (5.3) from below by 
rYi Xl rYi -xi 
A /t(X)e2(X, tn) dx A t(x, y)dx (2xX, Y, tn) dy 
Y1 0 Y1 0O 
(5.4) > f J Atdx1 2 (x, y, tn)dy 
Y1 o+Cr/Ax 
= (1 - Cr)/jt j y (x y, tn)dxdy. 
Y1 x0 
Note that (xy,Ytn) is linear in x on the interval [xo, xI] and that any linear 
function q(x) has the following equivalent norms: 
(5 5) 2 (qX(XO) + q2 (xI)) < q2 (x)dx < 2 (q2 (X) + q2 (X)) 
we have the estimate 
ryJ rX1 
Y i X01 At \(X)2 (x, tn)dx 
Y1 x0 
A/t X2 (X (Y,x tn)dxdy 
Y1 x0 
pY y xo+CrAx -1 J (t*(x, y) -tn-i)2(X( y, tn)dxdy 
Y1 x0 
1 YJ 
(5.6) > - \t/\x J~ ((YXo Iy tn) +(2(Xi IY, tn))dy 
-Cr/\t/\x M/max (2(X,y,tn)dy JY1 XE[X0 ,X1] 
> - 6Cr) Atx (e2 (Xo y, tn) + ?2 (Xi y, tn))dy 
> - 2Cr)/At jm2 (X, Y, tn)dxdy. 
Combining the estimates (5.4) and (5.7), we obtain a lower bound for the second 
term on the right-hand side of (5.3) for 0 < Cr < p < 1 
(5.7) j j Zt(x) 2Vd(xxt) > d - 2p)AtJ\V7(Xitn) 1L2((xo,xi)x(yi,YJ)) 
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By symmetry, the same estimate holds for the last term on the right-hand side of 
(5.3) for 0 < Cr < p < 
( 5 . 8 ) J f i\t(x) IV (xi tn) I dx > - 2p) ZtJ |V(x,itn) L2 ((XXI) x (yo yl))' 
The (x part in the third term on the right-hand side of (5.3) is rewritten 
j j /\t(x)(z(x,tn) dx YO xi 
(5 9) J=?Crx f Z t(x)( (x, t ) dx xO+CrAx yo 
YF xo +CrAx 
+ 'AI /\t(x, y)dx (2 (x, y, tn)dy. 
Y? xo~~~~~~~ 
The first term on the right-hand side is bounded in a similar manner to the 
estimate (5.6) but with the role of x and y reversed, yielding 
rx1 ry1 / J Z\t(x)z(x, tn)dx 
(5.10) xo+CrAx yo 
> (I - 2p) A\tRx(x, tn) lL2((xo+CrAx,xl) x (yo,yl)) - 
For (x, y) E [xo, xo + Cr/\x] x [yo + CrAy, y1], the characteristic r(O; x, y, tn) 
(r(1) (0; x, y, tn), r(2) (0; x, y, tn)) defined by (2.9) will either stay in Q at time tn-1 or 
backtrack to the boundary x = xo during the time period [tn_l,tn]. For (x,y) e 
[xo0 xo + Cr/\x] x [yo, yo + Cr/Ay], r(O; x, y, tn) may stay inside Q at time tn-1 or 
backtrack to the boundary x = xo or y = yo during the time period [tn_1 tn]. For 
y e [yo + Cr/At, yJ], let x(y) be defined by 
x = r(1)(tn-1; X(Y), y, tn) = x(y) -V(1)((Y), y, tn)/At 
(5.11) 
Vy e [yo + Cr\t, yj]. 
We use (6.4) in section 6 to rewrite the second term on the right-hand side of (5.9) 
Yi xo +Cr/x 
/\i [jxo?CrAt(x, y)dx (x (x, y, tn)dy 
8'? xo~~~~~~ 
yo+Cr/AY x0+CrAx 
(5.12) - O It:?crAY [jxO?CrA (At - (t*(x, y) -tn- 1))dx e2(X, y, tn)dy 
? IyC [xo(Y) [1 + O((Zt)](x - xo)d 
xo +CrAx 
+ / /Atdx 2(xX,y,tn)dy. 
xo (Y) 
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fxo(lY) [1 ? O(ZAt)] (x - x0) ~ xo?CrAx / ~~~~~~dx ? A .tdx Jx V (') 0X(Y) iY itn) X0(Y) 
> ( MZAt)Q(io(y) -xo) + 
x0CrAx 
tdx 
(5.13) 2V(1)Qo(y),Y,tn) o (y) 
(1 - MA~t)zt fXOY) pxo?CrAx dx ? A .tdx 
(1 - Mzt) At fxo+CrAx x2 JxO 
We use the inverse inequality (3.8) on [xo, xi] x [yo, Yi] to bound a part of the 
first erm on the right-hand side of (5.12) by 
yo?+CrAy XFo+CrAx 
X .1 ~~~~(t* (x, y) -tn-l 1)dx e2 (X, y, tn)dy 
yo x0 
(5.14) ? p2/\tz\sXAY1 1G(X,tn) LOO((xo,xo+CrAx)x(yo,yj)) 
? M2p2/\tIx(x(,) tn) IIL2((XO,Xl)X(yO,Yl)) 
Combining the estimates (5.9) through (5.14), we have 
J J /\t(x)(z(x,tn) dx 
(5.15) ? (min {- - 2p, - }-M2p2) /t|X(x,tn) L2 ((XoX1) X (yo,y1)) 
111 > - AtR|x(xi tn)lL2 ((XO,Xl) X(yo,yl)) 
for p satisfying 2p + M2p2 < 6. By symmetry, under the same constraint we have 
rYi X1 1 2 
(5.16) I tnt(x) (x,tn) dx > 6\tj jy(x,ttn) L2 ((XOXl) X (YO,yl))- 
Incorporating the estimates (5.7), (5.8), (5.15), and (5.16) into (5.3), we prove 
the estimate (5.1). 
6. Proof of the estimate (4.17). In this section, we derive the estimate (4.17) 
in Lemma 6.3 which gives an upper bound for the fourth term on the right-hand side 
of (4.2). This proof is based on Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let V(x,t), x, t*(x), At(x), and Cx be one-dimensional analogues 
of v(x,t), x, t*(x), /\t(x), and Cr defined by 
x =r (tn-i ;x,' tn ) ': = -VG(x,tn-i )A/t, 
xo = r(t*(x); x, tn) x - V(x, t*(x))/\t(x) Vx e [xo0,o], 
(6.1) /\t(x) tn-t*(x), 
Cx 
with t* (x) = tn_I for any x E [X,o, xi]. Let Ic = [Cxl be the smallest integer that 
is larger than or equal to Cx, and O (x) be any piecewise-linear function defined on 
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[X0, XI] with the spatial partition in (2.4). Then, we have the estimates 
rxo 
(t*(x)-tn-1) lPx(x)ldx 
(6.2) < MAt I At(x)/2(x)dx + M(At)2 kbHL2(Xol) if CxK15 
x~io M(At)~ 3ro 
(6.3) (t*(x) -tn-1)kIx(x)ldx <x 
2 I At(x>V2(x)dxJ if Cx> 1. 
Proof. We first notice that the following relations hold for any x E [xo, xo]: 
At(x) xxo x-xo [x-xo x -xo 
V(x, t* (x)) VxIo, tn) ? V(x, t* (x)) V(xno,tn) J 
x - x, (x-xo )[V(Go;4tn )-V(x t*(x))] 
(6.4) V G4 I tn) V(XI t* (x) )V(xo tn) 
V(X t) [I + O(At)] 
x - xc, 
) + O(At (x-xo)), 
t* (x) tn- 
/t- At(x) 
6-5) = -xo _[ x- xc+ (x - x0)[VQ5,tn) - V(x,t*(x))] 
V(6.5) tn) LV(x Gc tn) V(x,t*(x))V(xo,4tn) 
' - x 
V ot,)+ O(A(t (x- x0)). 
Let xi_- (i = 1,2 ... I) be defined by 
(6.6) xi Xi-2 +Xi Ax 
We first prove the lemma for Cx < 1 i.e., the estimate (6.2). Using the inverse 
inequalities (3.8) and (6.4) and (6.5), we bound the left-hand side of (6.2) by 
/ (t* (x)- tn- 1) | p x(x) dx 
xo 
=2) 0 Y G4 I tn) + O(At (x-xo))1 
dx 
- Ox(xi) [o -x o )At + O((At)3)] 





t + 0((At)2)]d 
=-/ [\At(x) +? ((At)2)j 1x(x) dx 
< MAt II At(x)/z(x)dx + M(At) /) L25(xo,xi) [J0j 
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Thus, we prove the estimate (6.2). We now turn to the estimate (6.3). In this 
case, Cx > 1. We bound the left-hand side of (6.3) from above as follows: 
I (t*X() -tn- 1) |ox(x)ldx 
xo 
= |Ox (x Ic-2 ) (t*(X) -tn-I )d x 
Ic-i fxIi- 




)d(x-x)ld (6.8) I J -1 [ V(TO - ? )(] 
=+) [Ox ? ) + M(/t t (X-xo)) dx 
V(z0,tn) 1xxi~ ji[ 2 (j2o - ? 
c- 
/ I- 
+V(-t0) Sx [Qxo- i_ ?Mz t(x - x -0 x)] 
Z~t1 ?A,I~2 F Ic-iitn 
< V(XOt i) [(XO-XI .i) /)(xi+.) 5 + X(xi-)] 
< /\t(lM O fxx(x) dx i I 
V( t1 ? M) l 2 2 
On the other hand, we bound the right-hand side of (6.3) from below by 
Ic-iI 
Axo 
+ OX(x (X 1) (z)dX 1 Mt(i1 
Ic-c-rxi fXj 
=t( + MAti-) y A()x+ Xcl tx 
< -x M xc O 1) xxI 
V (1-M/\tn) 2 2XX-) V-t d 
(6.9) +(-A)(xc- V(x,t?)dX 
+(1-MZ\t)(x z C1)2( - (XO)Ic1_ < (1t) - ( t) - X ( ) AX +xi s ( X Ic- _ )X(X.,lO) 
(1 - Mz.t)z.x [I2 
2V(O, tn) IV' tnL2(xo,XO) 
Combining the estimates (6.8) and (6.9), we prove (6.3). 
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LEMMA 6.2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 6.1, the estimate (6.20) holds for 
any piecewise-linear function O (x) defined on [xo, xI] with the partition (2.4) 
J (t* (x) -tn_) tn (x) Idx 
(6.10) X 
MO (t) 3 2___ _ 2 1xIc 2 < A~~zt(x>/(x)dx ?1M101I /)L2(Xo,6iO) 
Proof. Using (6.5), we bound the left-hand side of (6.10) for Cx I 1 
rxo I (t*(x) - tn_1)14(x)ldx 
rxo F x xo 
- < (t* (x) - tn-1) [1'(xo) xl + 1k(xi)I x J dx
rXO 
x~o 
1 J V t)) |(xO) - x) [k(x o)l (x -z x) ? + M(xi)2 (x - (xo)] dx / /t(At)2 1(x) I)dx 
< x -o2[,oo bx) ~ o1? 
j= / /t(x>/9(x)dx + t(xd+ t()x 
(,,o -o XO1 xo xo~~~~~(;o o)x 
1- V M( It ) 
2 fXOx + 10o)(zl xi + M(At)2 xo)ldx 
(1+ M\z~)z2 t fXl L,(z)( - x) ? 1b(x1)(x - xo)] dx 
(1-MX)ztf2x 
A (X)/2 Jx [ (x1)(X2- ? (X2) -xi)]dx 
(6.12) (1 - Mz\t)/ Z/xZt [gX2(x(4 - 60x 
? 40x2 - Ox3) 
?4'(xo>P(xi)(4 - 40x ? 20X3) ? 4 (xi)(4 -Cx3)] 
(1 MtX)/2x/dxt [(X1) ? (x)d(x2) + ? (X) 
> (1 2 X)x {(2x [1 + (1-CX)(1 +(1 CX)(4 3 X))] 
?&,(xi)(6 ? 80X2 - 60x3)] } 
( 4 [ Mxo)?+ (xA)ji 
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where we used the fact that /Ax/(V(6io,tn)A\t) = 1/Cx at the second equality and 
the simple inequality 
a 2 (6.13) ab< 4- +b2 - 4 
repeatedly at the second ">" sign, and the fact that Cx < 1. 
The combination of the estimates (6.11) and (6.12) deduces the estimate (6.10) 
in the context of Cx < 1. We now turn to the case Cx > 1. Using (6.5), we rewrite 
the left-hand side of (6.10) as 
j (t* (X) - tn-1) 1(X) ldx 
f< VQio,t ) [ (xi-)0 XiX + l#(xi) x xji dx 
(.4 V( t ) [K(xI1)IjX ? X | 1 dx 
ro 
+ ; (x -xo)txx)gdx 
The first term on the right-hand side is bounded by 
j1 -(r x, [|+(zi-l,l aXI + X - XIl 
(6.15) VQSO,t ) S [||(xi_1) (20 V + Ax) 
+ (x -x) At (XoX-) I f(i1 dx.(i) 
The second term on the right-hand side of (6.14) has an upper bound 
[X 3c- Ixix~- 
J3~1, V(- ) [I ?X-1)I Xi(X + |XII)I I ] dx 
- V(Axt ) LA+xIc-l ()xx ) 
(6.16) -i-kb(xi~ )|(Ax Xc- 1)31 
<2V(6,t t )['(xic-i)l(xo- xic-)2 ? +(xc)l(o - xIc-i)2] 
<v~xQ X( o t?) 2 2(xi3i) ? g (x)] 
The third term on the right-hand side of (6.14) is controlled by 
(6.17) ]/ O((x - xo) \t)k(x)ldx ? M(/\ t)2 llHL2(xO , ) 
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Combining the estimates (6.14) through (6.17), we obtain an upper bound for the 
left-hand side of (6.10) in the case of Cx > 1 as follows: 
rz ] (t* (X) -tn- ) l(X) ldx 
(6.18) v'2z A IC 
(6.18) ~~< 2 V(,;- tn)( o-X_l[2-) +,02(Xi)]2 1 
+M(/\t) 2 
5 
L2 (Xo "XO )- 
We are now in a position to bound the right-hand side of (6.10) from below in 
the context of Cx > 1. Using (6.4), we have 
rXIc 
j /At(x)02 (x)dx 
xo X 
= A /t(X)02 (x) dx + AtO2 (x)dx 
(6.19) ~1 -MAt {Ic-I Xi > 
V<)iOit) A) (x 
- xo)[0(xi-1) (xi -x) 
+O(X,)(X x_ X_)]2 dx 
- x&1)]2dx~~~~~~~~)] 
+ j (x - xo)[ b(xc1 0)(x1c - x) + (xc)(x - xIc-1)] dx} 
XIc-1 
+ (- X) ?+ (Xlc)(X _ (x lc_) dx -) 
The first term on the right-hand side is bounded from below 
1-MZ tn) zJ /\x 2 X (X - Xo)[ O(X-1) (Xi - X) + 4)(Xi)(X -Xi-l)] dx 
__ ( - Z~t)Z~x2 Ic-1 
12V((I ioM t ) [(4i - 3)2(Xi1) ? (2i -)(i)(i) 
(6.20) +(4i - 1)b2(Xi) 
(1-MAt) (zx)2 Ic (I + 3(i - 1) )42(X,_) + 2i 2 (Xi)] 
(I - M t) (AX ) 2 I C1 
where we used the simple inequality (6.13) again. 
Let ae = (:0o - xcI_lAx, we evaluate the second and the third terms on the 
right-hand side of (6.19), respectively, 
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1- MA.t [XO 
V(fiO ,tn)(AzX)2 J (x - xo)[4'(x1c_j)(x1c - x) +? 4(xjc)(x -xic 1]dx 
(6.21) - l(2VI - M ) (t) )[4Ic(l - (1 - a)3) + 3(1 - o)4 - 3] b2(XIc_ ) 
+[12(Ic - 1)a 2- 8(Ic - 2)oa3 -6a ]b(XIc_1 *(XIc) 
+[4(Ic - I)a 3 + 3c 4]2V(XIc)], 
A?t XIC 
(A\X)2 f ['(XIc_l)(XIc - X) + 4(Xlc)(X -Xc_)] dx 
AxA?t [(1-c)3%2(Xlc_1) + (1 + 2063>b(XIc-l)(xic ) 
(6.22) +(1 - a 3)2(Xlc)] 
= 12V(-Xt) 4(Ic -1 ?+ a) [(1 -a)3,02(XIc_1) 
+(1-306 20+ 3)4(XIc-l)4(xIc) + (1 - a3*)2 (XC)] 
where at the second equality we used the relation V(G0, tn)/At//Ax = Cx = (Ic-l) +a 
to make the right-hand side of (6.22) consistent with that of (6.21). 
The combination of (6.21) and (6.22) yields the following lower bound for the 
second and third terms on the right-hand side of (6.19): 
1- MA~t fXO 
V(xio, tn)(Ax)2I1 (X -_xo)Li[(xIc_i)(xIc - X) + 4'(xlc)(x -Xlcl)]2dx 
A~t fIC 
+ (X) 2f [,b(Xlc_1)(Xlc - X) + 'X1)(X _) (Xlc_)] d- 
> (1(- MAt)(tX)2 [(-4Ic- 3 -(1- )4' 2(Xl_) 
(6.23) + (4(Ic -1 ?+ a) - 4c3 + 2a 4> (Xlc_1)>P(Xlc) 
+ (4(Ic-1 + )-a 4) 2 (XC)] 
> 1- M-t)(AX) 2 2(Icc-I + 06) + 2aa(1 - )3 02(X 
+2(Ic-1 +a6 3 _ -04>12(XC)] 
> (1- M/t)IC(/\x)2 [2,2 ( ?) +2(XIc 
Combining the estimates (6.19), (6.20), and (6.23), we obtain 
(6.24) j At(x)2 (x)dx > ( i [02(X ) + 0422(X)]. 
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Using the estimates (6.18), (6.24), and the fact Ic < 2Cr for Cr > 1, we have 




V(si,tn) [422(Xi,_ ) + +2(Xi)]2 
+ M(At) 2 L2(xO,ZO) 
V t_ [ (x 1) + M t2()J + J2 Xo O L2( ) 
<MAxA~t IC 2Ef(il+2x) +(t2llL(o 
K M(A\t)2(Ax)- [I At(x) V)2(x)dx] + M(At)2 I'V)L2(xo,zo). 
Thus, we finish the proof of (6.10) for the case of Cx > 1. 
LEMMA 6.3. Under Assumption (A), the following estimate holds for the fourth 
term on the right-hand side of (4.2): 
(6.2) < (I4 /t(x) D(x,L tn(XX)tn *.,(X O) x 
(6.26) - j A /t(x)D(x, tn) lV((x, tn) 12dx + MAli|((x, tn) 12 2Q 
+M\At[h + (ACt) !IC!! L??(O,T;W2,oo(Q)). 
Proof. Using (3.6) and the fact that A\t(x) =t /\-(t*(x) - tn_) in which 
(t*(x) - tn_) 0 for x e Q\Q(')(tn), we rewrite the fourth term on the right-hand 
side of (4.2) as follows: 
< /\(x[Dx,t 2V(X,_tn) * V 2(X,t)] dx 
- A\t j D(x, tn)V((xM tn) * Vr2(x, tX) dx 
(6.27) 
2 tn-) D(x, t2)V(x)tn) x 7ri(x,tn) dx 
- j (x ) (t*n(x) -tV l ) D (x, t)V(xtn) *Vr(x,t) dx. 
(6.26)~ ~~~(I 1 dx+MAR )t) 1 
Without loss of generality, we assume again that the inflow and the outflow bound- 
aries are given by (5.2). Let Ic= [Cr] (i.e., the smallest integer that is larger than 
or equal to Cr). Let an d Po) be defined by (4.4), which will backtrack to the 
point xo (xo) Yo) at time t\lI. We decompose this term as the sum of the following 
terms: 
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f] (t*(x)-t, D-(x, t,) VD(x, t) *V(x,t) . I tn) dx 
YJ XO (Y) 
< , (t* (x)- tn - ) D (x, tn) V& ,( tn) * VTI(x, tn) dx 
(6.28) 0 0 
Yo(x) rSo 
+ (t* (x)- tn- ) D (x, tn)JV ((X, tn) I |V7 (X, tn)l dx 
yo 0 
x ro (x) 
+ (t* (x)-tn-1) D(x, tn)V (X, tn) * V(x, tn) dx 
where xo(y) is defined in (5.11) and yo(x) is defined by symmetry. 
We now estimate the first term on the right-hand side of (6.28) 
YJ Xo (y) J J (t* (x) - tn-1) D(x, tn)V (X, tn) ) Vri(x, tn) dx 
yo xo 
YJ 0 (Y) 
(6.29) ] ] (t*(x) - tn-1) D(x, tn) (X tn)1x (X, tn) dx 
ry r So (Y) 
+ J (t* (x) -tn- 1) D (x, tn )y (x, tn)71y (x, tn) dx. 
Using the last estimate in (3.7) with k = 1, we bound the first term on the 
right-hand side of (6.29) by 
YJ X;O (Y) 
< h C(t* (x)-tnx- ) D (x, tn) G (X, tn - ?x (X, tn ) dx 
Lemma66.1 to bound0theinner3 ir 
o (Y) 
h M L ??OT;WX (Q)) n (t*(x) - tn-1) I(x,y,tn)Idxdy 
Yo 0o 
< Mh AjCjjL-(0,T;W2hL(Q)) O,(t*T(x)W-)tn-)()I (XI y, tn)Idxdy 
[J J 
Since (X,Y,+tn) is a piecewise-linear function of x for any fixed y, we can use 
Lemma 6. 1 to bound the inner integral on the right-hand side of (6.30). If xao(y) < XI, 
the estimate (6.2) in Lemma 6.1 applies, leading to the estimate 
hl Cl L?? (0,T;W2 ?? (Q)) / (t* (X) - tn-1 )(x IX y, tn) I|dx 
XO (Y) 2 
< MAt h ||1C11L (O T;W2,.(Q)) At(X)z2(X' tn)dx xo~~~ 
(6.31) 5 x(y) 2 
+M(At) 2' h J 2 (X, tn)dx 
0 o(y) o (y) 
< g; /\tx)(2 tn)dx + MAt (,tn)dx 
+M(At h | ClL- (0,T;W2,- (Q))- 
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For xo(y) > xi, we apply the estimate (6.3) in Lemma 6.1 and the assumption 
(2.5) to generate the following upper bound: 
pzo (Y) 
h jCIILoo(OT;W2,oo(Q))] (t* (x) - tn-1) IG (XI y, tn) dx 
[x(Y) 1 
(6.32) < M(At)3 hll CIIL?(O,T;W2'(Q))I t(x> (x,tn)dxI 
< At(x)2(x, tn)dx + M(At)3 h IICIL(O,T;W2oo(Q)) 
xo 
Combining the estimates (6.30)-(6.32), we come up with the following upper 
bound for the first term on the right-hand side of (6.29): 
YJ o (y) II X (t*(x) - tn 1) D(x) tn) x(X) tn) 7x(X) tn) dx 
yo xo 
(6.33) < E At(x)D(x, tn)g2(x, tn)dx + MA/t j(X, tn) 11L2(Q) 
+M At(h4 + (At)2)IICI12 
Since (x, y, tn) is a piecewise-bilinear function of x and y, $y (x, y, tn) is a piecewise- 
linear function of x for any fixed y. Thus, we can apply Lemma 6.2 to bound the 
second term on the right-hand side of (6.29) by 
YJ XO((Y) 
<Mh C (t* (X)-tn- ) D(x, tn) y(x) tn)-1y (X tn) x) dx 
RYJ rX (Y) 
Mh6CI IMLh(O T;W2C 00 (Q)) T(t* (X)-jtn- ) y (XI Y] tn) dxdy 
? M(/\t)!2h VI jC I L??(O,T;W2,-0(Q)) [J y()2( ndX] 
+M(At) hjjCIILOO(o,T;W200(Q)) I(XItn) I  L2(Q) 
< E At(x)D(x, tny(x tn)dx + MAtljj(x,tn) L2(Q) 
+M(/\t)3 h IICI12OO ;2OOQ) 
Using the estimates (6.33) and (6.34), we obtain the following upper bound for 
the first term on the right-hand side of (6.28): 
YJ o (y) II X (t*(x) - tn1) D(x,tn)V((x,tn) . Vr/(x,tn) dx 
yo xo 
(6.35) j< E At (x)D(x) tn)IV (x) tn) 2dx + MAt f(x, tn) |2(Q) 
+M At[h4 + (At)2] IICI1 
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By symmetry, the same estimate holds for the last term on the right-hand side of 
(6.28). We now turn to the second term on its right-hand side. We use the estimate 
(3.7) and the inverse estimate (3.8) to derive an upper bound for this term 
y y ~~(t* (x) - t,_ D (x, tn) IV((x, tn) VT |7(x, tn) I dx p o 
yo (x) 'Xo 
<M/\tI?71(X,tn)IIW1,_(Q) I /~ l((X,tn) I dx 
(6.36) 2h (X) V ) 2 < M(At) 2 hIICIIL-(0,T;W2, AX) IJ V4(X, tn)12 dxl 
? M (A t) | | Ci L (O,T;W2,X(Q)) |(X (t) II L2(Q) 
< MAt R(X,tn) L2(Q) +M (t)3LC (oT;W2(Q))- 
Thus, combining (6.27) and (6.28), (6.35), and (6.36), we prove the lemma. 
7. Numerical experiments. In this section we present numerical experiments 
to verify the theoretically proven optimal-order L2 convergence rates. The example 
considered is the transport of a two-dimensional rotating Gaussian pulse. The spatial 
domain is Q = (-0.5,0.5) x (-0.5,0.5), the rotating field is imposed as V(1)(x,y) = 
-4y, and V(2)(x,y) = 4x. The time interval is [0,T] = [0,7r/2], which is the time 
period required for one complete rotation. The initial condition co (x, y) is given by 
(7.1) co(x, y) exp (x- xc) + (y-_yc)2 
where xc, Yc, and a are the centered and standard deviations, respectively. The 
corresponding analytical solution for (2.1) with R = 1, a constant diffusion coefficient 
D, and f = 0 is given by 
2u2 + 4Dt 2u2 + 4Dt (7.2) u(x, y, t) - 2u2 exp ( x x)+( c 
where x = x cos(4t) + y sin(4t) and y -x sin(4t) + y cos(4t). 
In the numerical experiments, the data are chosen as follows: D - i0-4, Xc 
-0.25, Yc = 0, a = 0.0447 which gives 2u 2 = 0.0040. This problem provides an exam- 
ple for a homogeneous two-dimensional advection-diffusion equation with a variable 
velocity field and a known analytical solution. This example has been used widely to 
test for numerical artifacts of different schemes, such as numerical stability and nu- 
merical dispersion, spurious oscillations, and phase errors. Our previous work [30, 31] 
showed that the ELLAM scheme yields accurate numerical solutions that are free of 
numerical diffusion, spurious oscillation, and phase errors, even though large time 
steps are used. It also showed that the ELLAM scheme often outperforms many well 
received and widely used numerical methods. 
In this section we use a linear regression to fit the convergence rates and the 
associated constants in the error estimates 
(7.3) 11C(x, T) - c(x, T) I L2 (Q) < Mc,ha + MO (At):3. 
We perform two kinds of computations. The first ests the spatial convergence rate 
of the ELLAM scheme, where we fix a small time step At and compute the constant 




FIG. 7. 1. 
TABLE 7.1 
Convergence rates in space, test for Ma, and a. 
h At IC(x,T) - c(x,_T)IIL2() 
ir/120 1/16 3.567925 x 10-2 
7r/120 1/32 9.562615 x 10-3 
ir/120 1/48 3.594445 x 10-3 
7r/120 1/64 1.991497 x 10-3 
____ ___ Mc, = 12.4041, a = 2.0957 
Ma, and the rate a with respect to h; the other tests the temporal convergence rate, 
where we choose a small grid size h and calculate the constant M,3 and the rate ~3 
with respect to LAt. The results are presented in Tables 7.1 and 7.2, fitting the pairs 
(Ma, a) and (Mf,3,p3), respectively. They show that the ELLAM scheme possesses 
second-order accuracy in space and first-order accuracy in time as predicted by the 
theorem in section 3. Moreover we notice that the numerical experiments M'3 is much 
smaller than Ma,,. This reflects the fact that the solutions of the equation (2.1) are 
not smooth in space but are much smoother along characteristics, and justifies the 
use of the Lagrangian coordinates in the ELLAM schemes (see Figure 7.1). 
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TABLE 7.2 
Convergence rates in time, test for M3 and 13. 
At h IC(x, T)-c(x, T)L2 (Q) 
7r/20 1/64 1.407027 x 10-2 
7r/40 1/64 7.387595 x 10-3 
7r/60 1/64 4.262668 x 10-3 
7r/80 1/64 2.964727 x 10-3 
M = 0. 1181, 13 = 1. 1253 
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